
NK cells

CARs are composed of many domains and thus
occupy an extremely large combinatorial design
space. Current approaches to CAR engineering
involve low-throughput batch testing by hand in
a time-consuming manner that may be biased
by operator inconsistencies. To overcome these
limitations, we created a novel automatic liquid
handling process, HEPHAESTUS, that accepts
microwell plates of CAR constructs in DNA form,
produces concentrated virus, transduces
primary human NK cells, and sets up flexible
performance assays. Unlike typical uses of auto-
mation to perform specific steps, potentially
restricting their utility, this process is a fully
integrated, continuous, end-to-end suite of
operations optimized for robust screening of cell
therapies across multiple assays and read-outs.
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High-Throughput Engineering of Logic-Gated Gene Circuits for Precision NK and T Cell Therapies

“HEPHAESTUS”
Logic gating broadens tumors addressable by CAR cell therapies Manual validation of HTS-optimized NOT gates
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On-target / off-tumor killing leading 
to poor therapeutic window

Heterogeneous antigen expression 
leading to tumor escape

Inhibitory CAR: NOT GATE

Bivalent activating CAR: OR GATEOnly ~5% of 
potential surface 

proteins have 
been utilized in 

CAR cell therapies 
due to 2 key 
limitations
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Optimization of NOT gates for Senti-401 using automated workflow

Fully automated process also works with CAR-T cells

High-throughput Engineering Platform with Hands-off Automation
for Evaluating Smart Therapies with Unbiased Screening NOT gate CAR-NK cells NOT gate CAR-T cells

>100 
unique 
aCARs 
in one 

run

Screening combinatorially complex CAR cell therapies

Pooled screening (NGS)
~1,000s-100,00s constructs

Automated screening shares positives of manual screening, and avoids negatives of pooled screening

Multiple assays can be performed for in depth characterization Restricted to effector cell markersRead-out

Automated screening
~100s-1,000s constructs

Manual screening
~10s-100s constructs

Robustness

Data

Robust liquid handling, large batch sizeBatch results may be operator dependent Library preps may be operator dependent

Library hits need clonal validationClonally tested constructs are the gold standard for CAR evaluations

Multi-domain structure of CARs leads to large design spaces Optimal designs may change with 
choice of modality and target

Batch size

Senti-401: an off-the-shelf CAR-NK cell therapy with logic gating

Colorectal 

cancer

CEACAM5 VSIG2

CEACAM5: 85-90% of CRC and 40-60% of 
other solid tumors including lung cancer1

VSIG2 was identified by bioinformatics using single 
cell RNA sequencing and validated as protective 

antigen with immunohistochemistry

Healthy 

colon 

epithelium

anti-CEACAM5 (aCEA) 
activating CAR → 
metastatic colorectal 
cancer (mCRC) and 
other solid tumors

NOT GATE: inhibition by 
VSIG2 antigen on healthy 
epithelial cells →
potential for improved safety, 
increased therapeutic 
window and reduced on-
target, off-tumor toxicity

crIL-15 →
potential for increased cell 
expansion, persistence, and 
tumor killing

Senti-401

IL-21 →
construct to further potentiate persistence and 
efficacy of CAR-NK cells and to stimulate 
endogenous immune cells

Multiple
readouts

Automated at Senti

Custom Tecan Evo Freedom 200-based 
automated liquid handling platform

Mixed target killing assay
Green and red channels shown separately

DNA
library

Produce
virus

Engineer
effector cells

Killing
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CAR expression

>50 unique NOT gates 
with various aCAR/iCAR 
combinations in one run

Automation process validation 
experiment design

15 independent transductions per NK cell 
type with high expression and precision

15 independent assays per NK cell type, each in triplicate.
NOT gate effect confirms manual experiment with low error.

Target cell type
>100 T cell aCARs ranked by cytotoxicity 

in a single run
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We built an automated 
high throughput platform 

for designing cell therapies
We used the automated platform, 

HEPHAESTUS, to measure the 
performance of hundreds of gene 

circuits in parallel, in one self-
contained, concurrent, end-to-end 

process.

We designed logic-gated 
CAR-NK cell therapies with 
high throughput screening
We used automated high throughput 

screening can optimize gene circuits in 
primary cells to achieve high 

protection of healthy cells using the 
NOT Logic Gate without the loss of 

tumor-killing function against cancer 
cells.

We optimized NOT gates in 
NK cells and T cells to 
protect healthy cells

Our optimized NOT GATE technology 
can protect healthy cells from on-

target, off-tumor cytotoxicity in either 
NK or T cell therapies, potentially 

expanding their applicability to hard-
to-treat tumors lacking straightforward 

tumor-associated antigens.
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High throughput CAR 
expression screen validation

Untrans-
duced NK 
cells
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High throughput functional screening 
with a mixed target NOT gate assay
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manual 
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automated results

automated results

NK cell

iCAR

aCAR

T cell

aCAR

Untransduced NK cells
CAR-NK cells
NOT gate CAR-NK cells
Control NOT gate

4 NK cell types generated aCAR iCAR

none none
aCEA none
aCEA aVSIG2
aCEA aHer2

15 independent, 
parallel transductions 
per NK cell type 
(biological replicates)

3 killing assay 
replicates per 
transduction 
(technical replicates)

= 180 total tests performed in parallel

25% of current capacity

On-target cytotoxicity
(aCAR performance)

NOT gate function
(iCAR performance)
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